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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abstract: Study the optimization problem of multi-wave missile launching, so that the missile launch 

vehicle can enter the launching position smoothly, safely and efficiently. In view of the short overall 

exposure time, the traditional method has a long search time and no global optimal solution in the 

path optimization process of the launching device entering the launching point, which leads to the 

problem of low logistics distribution efficiency. In order to improve the path optimization efficiency, 

a path optimization algorithm based on ant colony algorithm is proposed. The algorithm first 

establishes a mathematical model of the optimization path, and then uses the ant colony algorithm to 

solve the mathematical model. The simulation results show that the ant colony algorithm has strong 

global optimization ability, fast search speed, and can find the optimal solution of the path in the 

shortest time. It is an effective algorithm to solve the path optimization problem. 
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__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Path optimization goals include: the fastest (shortest time), the most concealed, the most secure 

instrument (ie, the lowest impact on device performance), the strongest survivability (the most 

reasonable escape route when air strikes or ambushes), or more than two goals.Usually, single targets 

are combined as the optimal path, which is guaranteed to be fast and concealed, and to ensure the 

safety of the instrument. 

In the actual application process, especially in the process of optimal path planning for wartime 

missile launch vehicles, the shortest path is not simply the shortest path, but it is actually seeking the 

time-optimal algorithm.In essence, the optimal path planning problem of missile launching vehicle 

belongs to the shortest path problem in graph theory. Because the distance between nodes can be 

replaced by weights such as time to represent other attributes, the shortest path algorithm in graph 

theory can also be used to achieve some optimal goals. 

Nowadays, scholars at home and abroad have done a lot of research on this.For example, the classic 

Dijkstra algorithm and Fioyd algorithm, some algorithms such as joint structure of node -- arc 

segment to represent the graph, and the method of automatic judgment and acquisition of shortest 

path by using the limited depth algorithm also appear.The Dijkstra shortest path algorithm is the basic 

method for solving this problem, but it is usually not directly usable in the chariot navigation 
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system.Because of rapidly changing battlefield environment, the road's many attributes will change 

as the change of combat and, so for vehicle itself has the characteristics of real-time path planning 

system, the optimal path planning algorithm for the execution efficiency of the demand is higher, and 

the size of the navigation electronic maps are often very large, makes the requirement for storage 

space is also high.However, due to the limitation of cost and on-board environment, the navigation 

computer in charge of path planning has very limited processing capacity and system storage 

resources, so it is difficult to undertake heavy computing tasks. Therefore, the shortest path algorithm 

must be sought. 

Based on the actual battlefield environment, this paper comprehensively analyzes the influencing 

factors of target damage to conventional missile wave times planning in the complex battlefield 

environment, and provides a theoretical basis for optimizing the planning wave times strike plan and 

giving full play to the combat effectiveness of missile wave times strike, which is of great military 

and practical significance. 

2. PROBLEM ANALYSIS 

For missile launch planning problem, the domestic scholars have conducted a series of relevant 

research of domestic scholars research results for multiple wave time problem, Yang ping road earlier 

will conflict, urgent tasks, such as vehicle running time in the study of missile launch transport tasks, 

and through the establishment of transportation optimization model to solve the problem.Wang Zi 

line of people such as the battleground road, the problem such as exposure time into account, builds 

the wartime missile fire fighting task allocation and transportation decision-making model, the author 

using multi-stage tasks optimization model, the missile strike missions and transport task distribution, 

builds the rationality, safety, timeliness three layers of index model, based on clustering analysis and 

Floyd integrated algorithm of shortest path, find out the optimal solution, finally the simulation 

examples verify the feasibility of the model and the effectiveness of the algorithm.  

The conventional missile combat wave strike plan is an important decision basis for the military 

action, which has important practical significance to improve the overall combat effectiveness of the 

missile force, and is also an important guarantee for the rapid response and effective strike of missile 

firepower. 

In the future war, in the complex modern battlefield environment, many battlefield factors will have 

a great impact on the completion of combat tasks.Especially in the case of wave to wave conversion, 

the original fire plan may not be implemented due to various factors.According to operational tasks 

in a timely manner to adjust the perfect follow-up wave time firepower plans, give full play to the 

power of each type of warhead, the overall advantages of formation wave blow is the conventional 

missile troops construction and weapon in the face of one of the major issues, therefore, a detailed 

analysis of complex battlefield environment factors affecting the main battleground of the wave time 

planning is especially important. 

3. MODEL ANALYSIS 

Firepower allocation in wave operations requires that all kinds of missiles of troops should be 

allocated to each target on the premise of realizing certain operational intention, and appropriate 

operational theater should be determined for missile launch. Therefore, firepower allocation can be 

divided into two aspects:The first is firepower allocation, that is to determine the type and number of 
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missiles used by each target;The second is task differentiation, which means to determine the targets 

to be hit by various forces and the amount of ammunition to be fired and the operational zones to be 

used. 

4. MODEL ESTABLISHMENT 

Generally speaking, the travel salesman problem can be described as follows: 

Let  ncccC ,...,, 21= is a collection of n  cities,  Ccc ji ,I Is a set of pairs of elements connected in C ,

( )LCG ，= is a figure,Know the distance between cities,the goal of the TSP problem is to select the 

Hamiltonian circle of the shortest length from G ,That is, find out the shortest closed curve that visits 

n cities in  nccc ,...,,C 21=  cities and visits only once,TSP problem can be divided into symmetric 

type and asymmetric type.In the symmetric TSP problem,where jiij dd = ，  ,,,2,1, nCcc ji  ijd is 

the length of ijl ;In the asymmetric TSP problem, there is at least a pair of Ccc ji , ,let jiij dd  . 

To simulate the behavior of real ants, we first introduce the following notation: 

m --The number of ants in an ant colony; 

( )tbi -- t The number of ants in city i  at all times, ( )
=

=
n

i

i tbm
1

; 

ijd --The distance between two cities i and j ; 

( )tij --The amount of pheromone on edge ( )ji,  at time t  ;  

ij --Pheromone increment on edge ( )ji,  in this iteration; 

( )tPk

ij --The probability of ant k  moving from city i  2 to city j at time t ; 

Each ant has the following characteristics: 

(1)After completing a cycle, the ant leaves a corresponding pheromone on each edge it visits; 

(2)The ant chooses the next city to visit according to the probability, which is a function of the distance 

between two cities and the information information on the side connecting them; 

(3)In order to meet the constraints of the problem, ants are not allowed to choose the city they have 

visited before completing a cycle, which is controlled by the ant's taboo table. 

Let ktabu  as the taboo table of ant k , then the ant adds city j  to its taboo table ktabu  after passing 

through city i  , indicating that it cannot choose city i   next time.Use ( )stabuk   to represent the s

element in the tabu table, that is, the s city that the ant walks through. 

So AS algorithm can be expressed AS follows:At the initial moment of the algorithm, m  ants were 

randomly placed in n cities. Meanwhile, the first element of the taboo table of each ant was set to its 

current city.At the initial time, the amount of pheromones in each path is equal, and set ( ) Cij =0 (C  

is a small constant).Each ant then independently selects the next city according to the amount of 

pheromone and heuristic information (the distance between two cities) in each path. The state 

transition rule used by the ant system is called the random ratio rule.At moment t  , the transfer 

probability of ant k  choosing city j  in city i  is ( )tPk
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Where,   kk tabunallowed −= ,,2,1  1represents the city the ant is allowed to choose next.Listing 

ktabu   records the cities that ant k   currently travels through.When n  cities join ktabu  , ant k  

completes a tour, and the path it follows is a possible solution.   and    represent the relative 

importance of pheromones and heuristic factors respectively. When all ants have completed a tour, 

the pheromones in each path are updated according to the following formula. 

( ) ( ) ijijij tnt  +=+
 


=

=
m

k

k

ijij
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Where )10(    represents the residual coefficient of information, and −1  represents the 

volatility coefficient of pheromones.bout the calculation method of 
k

ij , M.Dorigo has proposed 

three different implementation methods corresponding to three different ant system models, namely, 

ant-cycle system, ant-density system and ant-quantity system.The difference is in expression 
k

ij . 

In the ant-cycle system model: 
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In the ant-density system model: 
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In the above formula, Q is a normal number, indicating the total amount of pheromones released by 

ant in a cycle or in the path of a process. kL represents the length of the path traveled by the k th ant 

in this cycle. 

The differences between the three models above lie in the following: the first model USES the overall 

information of ant colony, that is, the global adjustment of residual information is not carried out until 

after the completion of a cycle. In the latter two models, the residual information is updated every 

step, rather than waiting for all ants to complete the visit to all cities. 

5. SOLUTION OF MODEL 

Firstly, we explain the degree, clustering coefficient and intermediate number of complex network 

and its nodes. 

1) Degrees. The degree of a node represents the number of edges it has in a complex network. The 

higher the degree of a node is, the higher its importance in the network. The node degree can be 

calculated by the following formula：
1

N

i ij

j

k a
=

= . 

2) agglomeration coefficient.The clustering coefficient represents the clustering of nodes in the 

network, that is, the tightness of the network.The clustering coefficient of nodes can be calculated by 
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the following formula: i

i

E
C

k
= ．  

For the 62 road nodes in the road network, the degree, aggregation coefficient and intermediate 

number are calculated by the above model respectively, and the degree index is expressed by 

i
i

k
K

N
= .Then, the weighted average of the above three indexes is used to calculate the importance 

coefficient of node i , and the importance coefficient of each node calculated by the above model is 

sorted from large to small. After eliminating the unavailable data, the first three nodes can be 

selected.The solution results of the model are as follows: after eliminating the unavailable data J20, 

the three road nodes most likely to be damaged by enemy attacks are J07,J15 and J04 respectively. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Missile combat will play an important role in the future, according to the missile launch simulation 

for the two wave time, under reasonable assumptions, using the improved 0-1 programming model, 

Dijkstra algorithm, cluster analysis, methods of node importance evaluation model of complex 

networks, constructed the missile launching under different target information distribution and 

transportation decisions to reload optimization model, the missile launch task in the process of 

rationality, transportation safety and improve the operational efficiency effectively, in the future 

battlefield missile combat has important reference significance. 
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